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After the launch of Nokia C3-01 is the latest phone launched by leading mobile company Nokia.
Nokia C3-01 is a great touch and type phone and is available in India markets. Touch and type is
given in the phone for ease of typing messages and operating other functions. This Nokia mobile
has fixed keyboard of 12 keys and has been provided with number of features and specification.
When it comes to Nokia C3-01 price; let me tell you it is extremely affordable Nokia mobiles. It costs
around Rs. 8,500. This phone supports several amazing features which involves access of Ovi
store, social networks, instant messaging, 3G support, camera features, WLAN network, HTML,
browsing and support for micro SD card. The phone has very stylish looks and is handy as well.

General features: The phone supports 2G network with frequencies GSM 850/900/1800/1900 and
3G network with frequencies HSDPA 850/900/1900/2100. The phone sports dimensions of
111x47.5x11mm and weighs around 100 g which is not much. The resistive touch screen display of
the phone is very classy and is available in 256 K colors. The size of the device is 240x320 pixels
and measures 2.4 inches.

Sound: Nokia C3-01 has good sound quality and the music is clearly audible through the in-built
loudspeaker. The mobile phone supports audio jack of 3.5mm. It plays MP3 ringtones and can go to
vibration mode too.

Memory: Nokia C3-01 comes with sufficient internal memory of 30 MB, 128 MB ROM and 64 MB
RAM. Maximum phone book entries can be saved in it. Card slot is provided for micro SD card and
is expandable up to 32 GB. History of calls can be recorded with the help of memory provided in it.

Data: GPRS class 32 and EDGE class 32 is supported by the Nokia mobile. HSDPA speeds up to
10.2 Mbps and HSUPA 2 Mbps. Wi-Fi is also provided in the device with 802.11 b/g/n of speed. It
has Bluetooth for wireless transfer v2.1 with A2DP. USB is given for easy transfer of data.

Camera: The camera clarity is very good and captures superb images with 5 megapixels of camera.
The resolution of the phone is 2592x1944 pixels. Image captured is of good quality as it has LED
flash also. Video recording is possible through VGA @15fps.

Other features: SMS, MMS, Email and instant messages can be sent through this Nokia device. FM
is present with RDS. Few games are pre-loaded in it and can be downloaded more. MP3, MP4
players, Organizer, Voice memo and social networking applications are provided in the phone.
Nokia C3-01  has a good battery backup so that you can talk to your beloved ones for many hours.
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